R. M. Cook first collected together vases with komos scenes around the belly or between
volutes on the belly and attributed many of them to one artist, the Altenburg Painter, named after the best vase of this type, in Altenburg, Germany.9 He did not attribute all of the vases in his Altenburg Group (GroupJ) to the painter himself, although they follow the same pattern of decoration, since some were too fragmentary for such an attribution while others had animals or birds between volutes rather than komasts. Only JI, J6, J7, J8, J9, Jioa, and eventually H9 (our 12, 21, 27-31) were assigned to his hand.10 The small fragments with komasts which Cook collected in his Cambridge Group (Group H) came from both belly and shoulder areas of amphorae. The painting was generally careless, but the komasts were observed by Cook to be 'nearest to the Altenburgers'."l Likewise from Group K, Miscellaneous Human Figures, Cook noted the similarities of K4 and KIo (23 and 69) to the Altenburg Group vases. Otherwise only the similarity of subsidiary ornament on vases from other groups with that on Altenburg Group vases (as, for example, decoration on vases in Groups G, N, and P) was noted.
One almost complete amphora (26), as well as a shoulder fragment (15) from Berezan and a belly fragment (25) from Olbia, were attributed to this painter by Gorbukova.12 Another large belly fragment (24) from Berezan was attributed by L. V. Kopeikina to the same hand.13 Other pieces have been associated with the Altenburg Painter or with GroupJ, but not directly attributed to him. Moreover, Cook realized that 2 and 3 were done by one person14 and also that I and 8 were also possibly done by this artist,x5 but he had little evidence to connect these vases with the Altenburg Painter.
The number of vases now assigned to the Altenburg Painter has been substantially increased. New finds have helped join vases from other groups in Cook's catalogue to those in Group J, by the Altenburg Painter. Especially noteworthy are those which have both Group B and GroupJ figures on them (9, o10, 12). Furthermore, the vase in Philadelphia (12) and sherds in Cyrene, Miletus, and Leningrad (13, 14, 15) clearly show that the Altenburg Painter also put komos scenes in the shoulder zone rather than just the belly. This helps join the shoulder fragments of Group H with the Altenburg Painter which Cook otherwise kept apart.
Of great significance for our understanding of the career of this painter is the connection between the komos vases and certain vases belonging to Cook's Lion Group (Group B). This latter group is characterized by the 'use of the shoulder for the main frieze, while the belly generally bears a subsidiary animal zone'." Normally the shoulder has a grouping of animals, i.e. carnivores with a herbivore as victim, although one piece (8) has human figures on the shoulder (two of them with wings). 9 provides a strong link between the Altenburg Painter and vases of the Lion Group. The animal frieze on the belly of 9 is close to that on 2 and 3 (from the Lion Group), but with the addition of lotuses and buds on stems as fillers. The dog's ear on 9 is a simple oval and the two lines across the neck are lacking, but this may be a simple variation by the painter. The komasts on the shoulder of 9 are stiff and jerky in appearance but have the usual poses of the Altenburg Painter's figures, as well as details such as chest straps in purple, hands with two fingers and thumb shown, long feet, feet or legs overlapping, elbows pointed outward, and ill-fitting loincloths.
12 likewise demonstrates the connection between the Altenburg Painter and the Lion Group. On the shoulder of each side are four komasts of mature Altenburg Painter type, but tucked in the shoulder frieze at the base of the handles is a hare (to right) and a dog (to left). Both animals are of the type found in the Lion Group. The dog especially, though squeezed in below the handle, is very close to the dogs on 2 and 3 (Cook's BI and B2) in pose, reserved details, and added purple enhancements. The rendering of the ear joined to double lines across the neck, details such as the belly stripe, toes of the paws and line separating the back legs, and the pose with four legs shown and one of the forelegs raised, suggest that the same painter did 12 as did 2 and 3.
This link between the earliest and best vases of the Lion Group (and therefore among the earliest vases of the Fikellura style) and the Altenburg Painter is also supported by the human figures of Altenburg type on 8 (Cook's B7), which Cook had already noted as being closely connected to 3 by the form of the cable pattern,17 and by both the human and animal figures on 1o from Samos. The middle figure on the shoulder of 8 could be taken for an Altenburg komast if not for the wings and the pomegranate in the hand. io is poorly preserved but a komast of simple Altenburg Painter type is seen on the shoulder and remnants of an animal chase on the belly.
The sphinxes on I and 5 provide yet another link between the human and animal figure styles of this painter. The human faces of the sphinxes are typical of the Altenburg Painter, though on i the upper lip is a little longer than normal. The lion on this vase is the same as on 2 and 3, the deer and griffins are as one expects for this painter, and the overall scheme of decoration with shoulder and belly zones separated by billets and an important band of secondary ornament matches the other early vases by him. The importance of the belly animal frieze on I and other features, such as the alternating square pattern on the belly and the odd birds in the shoulder frieze, suggest that the artist had not yet settled into his normal pattern of vase decoration and that this may be the earliest of his preserved vases.
The partridges on 7 are new additions to the repertory of animals on East Greek vases. They appear by themselves, used without hesitation as the primary decoration on the vase. For this reason they look out of place among the more customary animals. But the double cable on the neck and the more ovoid shape of the body are matched best by 2, one of the earliest vases by the Altenburg Painter. The partridges are from the same covey as those on 17.
The quality of work on x-3 is certainly very good, reflecting the same standards as is found on the better vases with human figures by the Altenburg Painter. Other vases with animal scenes which belong to Cook's Group B tend to show the marked decline which this figure style underwent in the hands of lesser artists. The same problem is reflected in the work of Late Wild Goat painters who had difficulty in keeping their stock animal scenes fresh and lively. This perhaps was one reason why the Altenburg Painter gave up animal friezes in favour of the greater interest to be found in scenes with human figures. The human figure scenes in the Vineyard Group vases (see n. 134 below), if this Group is as early as I think, perhaps helped to lure the Altenburg Painter away from using traditional animal scenes.
The two best vases by this painter, ix and 17, are more carefully painted, but unfortunately are badly damaged. ix has a worn surface and since the Second World War is missing several more pieces. It follows the earlier vases in having figured friezes on shoulder and belly separated by an important band of secondary decoration. In the upper frieze on 11 there may be a scene from myth on side A (see p. 261 below, Perseus?) and on B a banquet scene (see p. 260 below). The middle frieze of this vase has a complex but carefully rendered floral pattern and the lower frieze more jerky komasts accompanied by a flautist around a dinos with skilfully painted stand. Part of a structure (house or altar?) of squared masonry appears in this lower frieze, but it is now difficult to make it out.18 Yet another scene may have been below as witnessed by the filling ornament. Walter-Karydi associated this vase with the finely done cup 64, attributing them both to her Gorgoneion Painter.19 A close comparison, however, of the floral bands and komos scenes reveals few real similarities between the two vases. Different painters are at work here. The komasts on I I are typical of the Altenburg Painter with the same faces and stances as those on 21. The flautist with one arm shown clearly and a second one suggested in outline behind is closely paralleled by that on i7.
17, has a row of partridges on both sides of the shoulder below the neck. Below this are very carefully painted banquet scenes, with ornate rosette fillers, garments with broad sweeping folds from shoulder to ankle, and patterned couch covers. Details of the faces, the flautist, and the pose of hands with cups, again point to the Altenburg Painter. 32 is another of the odd bird-like vases from Cook's Group S. Besides the 'feathered wings' down the body, it is decorated with two facing heads on the neck and a central panel reaching to the top of the shoulder which preserves a single 'human' figure. The figure is a winged female, perhaps a 'demon' (see pp. 260-I, 275 below). The heads on the neck are found on a similar oinochoe by the Painter of the Running Satyrs, but details of the winged female as well as features of the faces on the neck are certainly those of the Altenburg Painter.
The other vases attributed to this painter need little comment here. The only other vase to stray from the standard depiction of komasts is 8 with a male figure wearing a serpent helmet. It has been suggested that this is Busiris.20 Again the rendering of the face on this figure is typical of the Altenburg Painter. As long as single figures remain on the belly between volutes, an attribution to this painter's hand is still possible. When these disappear, as in Cook's New York Group (N), it is difficult to be sure of the artist.
Of the vases considered here as probably by the Altenburg Painter, the greater number simply are not well enough preserved or do not have enough points of comparison with other vases attributed to his hand to allow for a more certain attribution. Except for 36 with a satyr and 46 with a winged female, these vases have the usual scenes of animals or komasts. For the satyr the vertical forehead, pug-nose, and hair-line projecting over the forehead are closely comparable to the bearded komast on Ii. The partridge above the satyr, though jammed into the corner, is similar to those on 7 and 17. The winged figure on 46 is set alone between volutes on the belly as is common for the Altenburg Painter's later vases. The figure was probably not a Gorgon but a 'demon' of some kind, like that on 32.
47-54 are perhaps by the Altenburg Painter, but in each case there are features which leave considerable doubt as to the artist. They should all at least be products of his workshop. 47 has a typical animal scene on the shoulder but the double rows of billets and lack of a figure scene on the belly is odd.21 49 also is poorly preserved but has the typical shoulder grouping. The lion's face is somewhat shorter than the lion on 2. 53 and 54 have a partridge and water bird respectively on the belly between volutes in place of the komasts of the Altenburg Painter, but the partridge on 53 at least is slightly different from those on the earlier vases.22 52 has only part of the head and one hand of a komast. The hand shows two fingers and a thumb and is turned away from the head, as is found several times with Altenburg komasts. The single T-filler is odd, possibly being seen on 36 also, but more common on a vase of Cook's Group B.23
The scene of a komast beside a dinos on 51 is usual for the Altenburg Painter, but here the komast reaches into the dinos and seems to be missing his forearm. The painting of the komast is clumsy work and the dinos is an odd type for this painter.
THEMES
The Altenburg Painter normally chose themes of rather bland interest, staying with stock types for the majority of his work and showing only occasional flourishes of creativity for the best of his vases. Animal scenes are often simple processions of partridges or chases of goats, hares, and dogs. The more important scenes are usually found on the shoulder and may show a variety of herbivores (deer, boar, goat, bull) being attacked from both sides by carnivores (lions, panthers, dogs, griffins, or sphinxes). I, an oinochoe rather than an amphora, has such a scene on the shoulder and a second animal frieze of equal importance on the belly, lions attacking a bull. In the shoulder scene, simple water birds are added to fill space and separate groups.24 7 with partridges on the shoulder would seem to fit more comfortably with 17 than with the other vases having animal scenes on the shoulder. But on 17 the partridges have become secondary ornament, whereas on 7 they are the primary decoration.
The use of a dog and a hare at the base of the handles on the shoulder of 12 is unique in Fikellura, but a similar use of animals is found in Attic.25 Here on 12 the animals act 21 The double row of billets is found on an oinochoe also of The most common scene with human figures is that of komasts, often holding oinochoai and drinking cups, sometimes set around a large dinos occasionally accompanied by a flute player. The komasts wear loincloths except for two naked ones holding oinochoai on 9 and 19. On some komasts, especially those which seem jerky in appearance and often are found in narrow friezes, this loincloth is rather ill-fitting. Because such komasts appear often on the shoulder of vases, and in one case (9) they are found together with an animal chase still on the belly, they can be taken as an earlier type of komast by this painter. The loincloth is commonly enhanced with an added purple blob over the black paint. Komasts are shown at times with crossed straps on their chests, as on 9, 12, I3, 22, and 26.26 Sometimes these dancers are also bearded and wear fillets or head bands, for example, on 13. As the Altenburg Painter matures full komast scenes tend to disappear from his work and are replaced by groups with four komasts on the shoulder or just one or two komasts between volutes on the belly.
The use of komasts for vase decoration continued to be popular in Attic vase-painting into the second half of the sixth century.27 This is the most likely source of influence for the Fikellura scenes. Komasts as well appear in small numbers in Clazomenian or related black figure28 and for a time were popular on Chian black-figure chalices.29 Their appearance on Fikellura therefore is not unusual or unexpected. The costume of the komasts, with only a kind of loincloth rather than chiton, perhaps points towards a period of contact with Athenian vasepainting when the komasts were shedding the more complex costume for a simpler one, or for total nudity.
Scenes of banqueting are much less common, appearing certainly only once, on 17, and possibly also on 1. On side B of the shoulder of i is a figure (to left but looking back) with cloak draped over the head, presumably a woman, and a naked male figure (to left) holding a long thin object at eye-level, possibly tying a fillet around his head. It seems most likely that these are figures at a banquet. body by a short reserved line. A partially preserved animal at the far right of the belly of 9 appears to have a hare's hind leg but a goat's or deer's foreleg; in fact the sherd is broken off just here, but it probably showed the hare's foreleg overlapping the hind leg of a deer or goat. This overlapping is common in the dog-hare chase of 2. A strongly curved line delimits the shoulder of most animals. Paws are shown with two short reserved lines to denote the toes. The ears for deer, goats, and hares often curve out directly from the head rather than having a short bridge before widening, and the interior is often reserved. Lions and dogs have a kind of heart-shaped ear, although the dogs may vary from pricked up as on 2, to laid back. There are two lines across the neck of the dogs at the throat usually joining the ear. Cook called these a collar, though it is more likely they simply mark the bend of head from neck.36 These lines normally continue right into the line for the ear, including the 'v' at the centre of the ear. The boar on 2 side A has similar double lines on the neck. On 8 the dog on the belly has a simple oval ear with no lines across the throat.
The painter at times overlaps the feet of his animals in the chases on the belly, just as he sometimes does with the feet of his komasts. On two occasions in shoulder scenes he completes the extended parts of the prey animal, despite the difficulty in understanding the drawing. So, the horn of the goat on side B of 3 curves round and ends below the jaw of the right dog, and the tail of the bull on side A of the same vase ends on the ground below the lion's foreleg.
Eyes are normally quite small, except for hares', which are large and round. An iris is always shown, and sometimes a tear-duct. Eyebrows are simple straight lines above or behind the eye.
The pizzle is normally shown for goat, deer, bull, and boar and on 4 both pizzle and scrotum. Added purple is found commonly on the rump and shoulder of the animals. The most common bird found on these vases is the partridge, of a type quite recognizable in western Turkey still (Alektoris graeca chukar). It is usually drawn in procession, at times with head turned back. 53 is decorated like late vases by the Altenburg Painter but with a single partridge between volutes on the belly instead of a komast. This partridge, however, varies from the normal Altenburg type. It is a bit squatter and has a reserved area more confined to the belly than reaching to the breast. The reserved line from the neck does not meet the reserved belly area and lines across the belly are zigzags instead of chevrons. This bird is closer to ones probably not by the Altenburg Painter.3" The water birds on the shoulder of I are little more than space fillers. The tails of these birds are rather blunt, something like the bird on 54.
Human figures vary according to the care given them by the artist, and presumably also the stage in the artist's career when they were done. Large groups of komasts on the shoulder or the belly, as on the Altenburg vase, tend to be jerky in pose, at times carelessly rendered, and of little individual interest. As the number of komasts becomes restricted to four or two there is a tendency to arrange them symmetrically on the vase, in a calmer pose with one knee on the ground and one hand raised with a cup. A large dinos or pithos, whether on the ground or on an ornate stand, becomes a focus of attention for these komos scenes. The artist attempts The Uraeus or snake helmet worn by the figure on I8 is a special accoutrement, no doubt to identify the figure. The snake is coiled in the same way as those on 64, but it is much less dangerous looking. One fragment (25) is described as being from a 'miniature' amphora;50 unfortunately no measurements are given for it. If it is not from a full-size amphora, it may be from an amphoriskos, though an oinochoe may be as likely. i9, with an estimated belly diameter of only 0. 130 m, seems likely to be from an amphoriskos.
The Fikellura amphoriskos appears about the same time as the Clazomenian slim amphora, which is likewise a slimmed-down version of the amphora.51 The Clazomenian examples date as early as c.540 BC. They were found in some numbers at Tell Defenneh, while Fikellura amphoriskoi were absent from this site.
Stamnos (FIG. 12)
Only two complete stamnoi have been preserved, one by the Altenburg Painter (7), the other by the Painter of the Running Satyrs (63). A third vase preserved only in two small shoulder fragments is thought to be from a stamnos.52 Both complete vases are rather small, like oinochoai, rising to about two-thirds the height of amphorae. The Altenburg Painter's vase has a more ovoid body compared to most amphorae, almost no necking ring, shorter neck, and straight lip. The handle is an oval ring set in another ring on the shoulder, though not free to move. The handle is no doubt copied from metal prototypes, as the shape itself may be.53 This shape makes its first appearance here, not being found in Wild Goat. The body is similar in shape to the amphora, 2, more so than the later stamnos by the Painter of the Running Satyrs, 63. It perhaps is as early or almost as early in date as 2.
Oinochoe
Two examples of this shape are by the Altenburg Painter, I and 32. Another oinochoe belonging in Cook's Group B, not far from him was found at Miletus.54 I is related to 2 in shape, with ovoid body and rounded shoulder. The similar animal friezes suggest they were made about the same time. 32 is very fragmentary, but from its decoration it should be a late example of Group S, like 59. 48 Jackson, op. cit. (see n. 2 above) 13-37, argued that the Fikellura amphora with wide shoulder and three-reed handles was the model for Attic neck amphorae which appeared early in the second half of the sixth century. His arguments are in need of further support since much Fikellura should be downdated by a decade or so, and also since the amphora was a rare East Greek shape with very few East Greek, particularly South Ionian, antecedents. Furthermore, the ornament below the handles on Fikellura is, I think, found earlier on Attic than Fikellura and therefore if anything probably owed its origin to Attic. The earliest vases by the Altenburg Painter have figured friezes on both the shoulder and belly, both of which are filled with animals, carnivores with prey on the shoulder and doghare-goat chase on the belly. This is a revival of the earlier Wild Goat style animal scenes. The partridges as the sole figure decoration on 7 are new, but may be almost as early as the carnivore scenes. As interest in these animals waned, the artist changed to human figure scenes, putting such scenes on the shoulder and keeping a dog-hare-goat chase on the belly. On a more ornate vase ( 1), the shoulder is taken up with a different human figure scene on each side, a complex floral pattern in the upper belly and a komos scene for at least part of the frieze below. This no doubt was a special vase and not often repeated.
The wider zone of the belly began to attract the artist as he matured. In one case (19) he put a continuous frieze of komasts there and filled the shoulder with subsidiary ornament. But the effort of filling an entire belly zone with figures may have proved too time-consuming with too little variety in the figures, so that this was shortly abandoned. Instead a limited number of figures (komasts) was either put into the long panels on the shoulder, or in a zone on the belly which was delimited by long volutes growing from the base of the handles. On the Philadelphia amphora (12) the shoulder panels are not entirely limited by the handles. A seemingly old-fashioned dog and hare are squeezed in just below the handles on the shoulder, drawing the eye around to the other side. Komasts which appear on the shoulder of vases having an animal chase still on the belly or which appear in continuous friezes around the belly are quite different from the komasts in small groups on the shoulder or between volutes on the belly. The latter are often posed on one knee, and appear less jerky, more mature in type. The former are smaller in size, more energetic in appearance, but often not as carefully done.
The face of the winged female on 32 is of the mature or late type by the Altenburg Painter. This agrees with the appearance of the two heads painted on the neck of this vase which, with the similar oinochoe by the Painter of the Running Satyrs, 59, should belong late in the series of these Group S vases. The filling ornament, mostly quadrant lozenges, shows little variety and is unusually obtrusive on 32. (FIG. 7. I ) may be decoration for a garment or some other object in the scene rather than a filling ornament. The other two ornaments (FIG. 7.2-3 ) are found on a single fragment which is probably but not certainly by this painter.
Band decoration
As with the Altenburg Painter, there are both dividing bands (FIG. 8) , and primary and secondary bands (FIGS. 9-Io). The earliest vase by the Painter of the Running Satyrs (55) still has a triple cable on the neck (FIG. 9. I ), but later vases elaborate the pattern further to a quadruple (FIG. 9.2) and quintuple cable (FIG. 9.3 The same early vase (55) has the more traditional ornament on the upper shoulder, a band of tongues (FIG. IO.I ). This painter, however, soon changed this and began to decorate the shoulder with floral chains, at first lotuses and buds (FIG. IO.8-9 ) but later just simple buds with every other one joined (FIG. IO.IO) .
Noticeably absent are any bands of crescents. (FIG. 11. 2) must be influenced by the elaborate florals on Attic neck-amphorae.
VASE SHAPES

Amphora
As is expected the amphora is the most common shape painted by this artist. Unfortunately, no complete or nearly complete example by him is preserved. 56 and 57 both have a broad, flat shoulder curving sharply to the belly.
Amphoriskos
Two well-preserved amphoriskoi were decorated by this painter, 66 and 67. They are both quite large and have three reed handles. They belong in Cook's 'a' category for the shape. scene on the shoulder and another, probably of equal importance, on the belly. Only 56, however, preserved part of the belly scene.
It is difficult to say why this painter moved away from the narrow zones of decoration and began using free field decoration. Certainly Attic vases had used a larger field for figured decoration for a long time, but retained a baseline for the figures by using bands of decoration on the lower wall. The handle volute was introduced to divide these larger scenes on the belly rather than have them run right around the vase. It may have been the Running Man Painter who began using an entirely free field, giving him freedom for his large, vigorous but careless figures. The Altenburg Painter had moved to broader zones of decoration on the belly consisting usually of a single figure between large handle volutes. The Painter of the Running Satyrs moved in this direction also, at first perhaps with a very complex handle volute and palmette complex, as on 60o, after the manner of Attic vases, but then adopting the simplified version (as on 63, 66-7) used also by the Running Man Painter and his group.94 The latest vases by the Painter of the Running Satyrs, the amphoriskoi 66-7, have broad bands on the lower body, but these are only to limit the tall narrow field of this vase shape; the figures are set free in space well above the bands. SOURCE R. M. Cook discussed the question of the home of Fikellura pottery with some misgivings, realizing that the evidence from excavations and find-spots was inconclusive in pinpointing the location of its production." Nevertheless, if a home were to be proposed, Samos and Rhodes were the two best candidates; the former since finds of Fikellura there were somewhat earlier and finer in quality, the latter because Fikellura was more numerous and some types were found almost exclusively there.
M. Lambrino argued for Miletus as the source on the basis of the finds from Histria and other Black Sea colonies of Miletus, and also on motifs of the Fikellura style.96 Finds from Miletus itself, however, were never sufficient to support this idea.
The possibility that Fikellura was a 'koine' style, like Wild Goat, was considered by Cook, and more recently was supported by E. Walter-Karydi in her study of the sixth-century fine wares from Samos.97 She assigned Fikellura vases of different types mainly to Samos and Miletus, but also to Rhodes and Ephesus. But as Cook noted, there is a certain unity in the style, and its rather sudden appearance suggests that one city had priority in developing it.
The question of the source of Fikellura, or at least its most important production centre, has recently been resolved Unfortunately, none of the vases from this painter's early career come from datable contexts. The two later amphoriskoi (66 and 67), however, do. The former, with banqueter and warrior figures, was found in a grave containing an Attic cup dating to the early fifth or possibly very late sixth century.119 Cook's remarks on the appearance of the shield apron on this vase and on Attic vases accord with this date.120 The clumsy form of the apron here is more likely due to the artist's inexperience in rendering it than to an early date for its appearance.
The amphoriskos with a stag on each side (67) was also found with Attic, in this case eight black-figure vases which date to the early fifth century.121 Two other vases, a fragmentary amphora and a stamnos (56 and 63), though not from such a narrowly dated context, should at least be mentioned. They come from a stratum dated by the excavators to the second half of Only a small number of these Ionian cups are known, but since fragments of four of them were found in Samos, this seems to be a likely home for them.a48 The fabric is very fine, approaching Attic even in colour and therefore not very similar to the pinkish-brown, very micaceous clay of normal Fikellura.149 The Ionian cups were short-lived; the Fikellura vases once begun continue for half a century. If the cups were not made at Miletus but at Samos or some other site nearby, then one possible conclusion is that sometime around 550, possibly a bit earlier, the painters (no more than two) who did the cups in reserving style moved to Miletus and contributed to the sudden blossoming of the Fikellura style. What had been a moribund industry at Miletus for fifty years was soon rejuvenated by painters of merit combining traditional themes and ornament with a new creative spirit.
There is of course the possibility that the Ionian Little Masters' figure style was merely copied by painters at Miletus. But because there seems to be two different hands at Miletus, the Altenburg Painter and the painter of the Rubensohn vase, with styles reflected closely on different Ionian Little Masters cups, it seems more likely that it is notjust a question ofcopying. Other possibilities, that the Fikellura painters made brief forays into Ionian cup painting or that Ionian cup painters briefly copied Fikellura figure styles, seem even less probable. imitating a komast scene of the Altenburg Painter, but with many innovations and some Attic influence.157
Finally, the published drawing of an amphora from Nisyros makes one think of an imitation.158 The spots on the deer and the partly cut-off animals are still odd, but most of the other unusual features are explained by the mis-assembling of the vase from fragments.159 GERALD P. SCHAUS 
